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As in many other countries, in Czechoslovakia the perception of the Baroque in the
public sphere was far from a matter of agreement. After the 1939–1945 war, this
once more led to a universal depreciation of the Baroque, eagerly integrated by the
new regime into its use of history for its political agenda. After seizing power in
February 1948, the communist government gave the Baroque a clear-cut position in
its political and ideological framework, a specific function in the rhetoric of class
struggle, anti-clericalism, fight for peace and the like. For the egalitarian outlook of
state socialism, the social issues of the epoch of the Baroque were a prime focus;
these were fundamentally opposed to the merely aesthetic aspects of the Baroque as
an artistic style.
The situation was least conducive to open discussion when, during the
1950s, the government was eager to crush what was left of political opposition and
dissidence. Among the victims of purges and persecutions were also renowned
scholars specialising in the Baroque: Václav Černý (1905‒1987), a literary historian,
was arrested; the catholic historian Zdeněk Kalista (1900‒1982) was sentenced to
fifteen years’ imprisonment in a 1951 show trial.2 While these public figures were
being criminalised the official condemnation of the era after 1620, when feudalism
allegedly started developing into an even more suppressive system, gained
momentum. Thus, scholarly research into the Baroque found itself in an awkward
position and interest in the epoch was stigmatised as a hallmark of political
opposition and self-censorship came to be widespread.
When looking into Czech research into the Baroque under socialism, authors
so far have stressed political and ideological motives as well as the exercise of
government influence.3 But there are good reasons to assume that the ways in which
This publication was made possible by the funding from the Grant Agency of the Czech
Republic (GA ČR) and was prepared within the grant project ‘Between Renaissance and
Baroque: Philosophy and Knowledge in the Czech Lands within the Wider European
Context’ (No GB14-37038G). It was translated from the German and Czech by Andreas R.
Hofmann.
2 Pavel Janáček et. al., Dějiny české literatury 1945–1989, Praha: Academia, 2007, vol. 2. 1948–
1958, 43–44.
3 In numerous studies, Zdeněk Hojda, Jiří Rak and Vít Vlnas have emphasised political
influences on the research into the Baroque; for them, these influences primarily shaped the
discourses on the Baroque in socialist Czechoslovakia. Jiří Rak and Vít Vlnas, ‘The Second
Life of the Baroque in Bohemia’, in Vít Vlnas, ed., The Glory of the Baroque in Bohemia. Essays
on Art, Culture and Society in the 17th and 18th Centuries, (exhib. cat.), Prague: National Gallery
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the Baroque was conceptualised and represented originated not just in MarxistLeninist dogma and party ideology but also in sociocultural mechanisms outside
official party lines. Of course, there were the typically derogatory assessments of the
style and epoch as the ‘most disgusting, alien Baroque’,4 which were in full
accordance with state socialist rhetoric. On the other hand, as early as the 1950s and
even in the central organ of the communist party, Rudé právo, there occurred
surprisingly positive enunciations. Sightseeing delegations from the German
Democratic Republic in Prague were described without any irony or malice, with
the German comrades being enthralled by the beautiful Baroque churches of the
Czech capital.5 While discourses on the Baroque were far from being politically
unsuspicious, obviously not all authors, even those ideologically close to the regime,
were suspecting that something might be wrong with the style and its epoch, or
they just did not take these reservations seriously, writing light-heartedly about the
breath-taking beauties of Baroque architecture.6
While the political atmosphere and informal pressure undoubtedly exercised
a great influence on discourses about the Baroque, its representations were far from
consistent and not always dismissive. Rhetoric varied with the situation and
oscillated on a wide scale of assessments. My aim is to stress these lesser-known
aspects of the perception of the Baroque in socialist Czechoslovakia by showing a
complex field of discursive entanglements of differing representations. These were
not exclusively imbued by state ideology but were also determined by specific
situations, and they were adapted to different purposes and aesthetic evaluations.
The variety of these influences was concomitant to a specific diversity of
representations, which, even in the absence of democratic discourses after 1948,
prevented representations of the Baroque becoming monolithic and ideologically
coherent. Nevertheless, ideology was the most blatant influence, which can be
traced back directly to the establishment of the new regime in 1948. Apart from that,
however, we can identify other factors which determined how the Baroque was
conceptualised and conveyed to the general public and which will be elaborated in
more detail in the following sections.

in Prague, 2001, 13‒60; Zdeněk Hojda, ‘Úvodem’ , in Zdeněk Hojda, ed., Kultura baroka
v Čechách a na Moravě, Praha: Historický ústav, 1992, 7–13; Zdeněk Hojda, ‘Idola barokního
bádání aneb Jak se vyhnout Skylle a neupadnout v osidla Charybdy’, in Zdeněk Hojda, ed.,
Kultura baroka v Čechách a na Moravě, 15–26; Zdeněk Hojda, ‘Reflexe Baroka mezi Skyllou a
Charybdou – zamyšlení po deseti letech’, in Olga Fejtová, Václav Ledvinka, Jiří Pešek and
Vít Vlnas, eds., Barokní Praha – Barokní Čechie. 1620–1740: Sborník příspěvků z vědecké konference
o fenoménu baroka v Čechách, Praha, Anežský klášter a Clam-Gallasův palác, 24.–27. září 2001,
Praha: Skriptorium, 2004, 1017–1024.
4 ‘Nejhnusnější cizácké baroko’: Jaromír Lang, ‘Mnichované české kultury’, Lidové noviny, 59:
229, 1951, 2.
5 Zdeněk Provazník, ‘O setkání s přáteli’, Rudé právo, 36: 273, 1956, 5.
6 As an example of this unpolitical approach see Raja Jedlinski, ‘Hvězda jede na jih’, Kino:
Filmový obrázkový časopis, 13: 11, 1958, 169.
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Politics of remembrance in between intertextuality and ideology
Mechanisms of cultural remembrance played a central role.7 In the discourses on the
Baroque after 1948, there were a number of topics that appeared time and again,
such as social inequality, political suppression and violently enforced counterreformation. These topics went straight back to discourses on the Baroque of the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The lasting negative image of the Baroque
was derived from the nineteenth century nationalist exegesis of Czech history,
which regarded the entire epoch after 1620, beginning with the defeat of the
insurrection of the Bohemian estates in the battle of the White Mountain, as a
national tragedy called the temno in Czech, the Age of Darkness. This historical
narrative told of the loss of political independence, of the beginnings of state
absolutism, of the second serfdom, of re-catholicisation, of extensive confiscations,
of the ensuing mass exodus of the protestant élites, and of the Thirty Years’ War
with its all-embracing ethic and economic calamities. All this defined a referential
context and was integrated into an utterly negative perception of the Baroque. In
interwar Czechoslovakia, leftist avant-garde playwrights made social inequality of
the time following the White Mountain a recurring subject of Czech theatre.8
Inequality, too, was to become the defining moment in the perception of the
Baroque era after 1948. Thus, the ways in which the Baroque was characterised
under state socialism are not to be explained by legitimising strategies of the
communist regime alone; they also were a concomitant of intertextuality as well as
processes of cultural remembrance that had set in long before.
This is not to purport that government politics of remembrance after 1948
did not closely relate to ideology. How the baroque had been interpreted by
preceding ‘bourgeois’ scholars by itself influenced the ways in which it was seen by
the communist regime. Hence the ways and thoroughness of interpretation of the
Baroque during the decades preceding the establishment of state socialism, that is
during the First Czechoslovak Republic (1918‒1938), the ephemeral Second Republic
(1938‒1939), and the Protectorate (1939‒1945), played a more than perfunctory role
for how the Baroque was perceived under the new regime, since this wished to
distance itself from previous ‘bourgeois’ governments. In the preceding years a
rather positive image of the Baroque had been established; under German
occupation, the Baroque had even been an essential part of pro-German and antiCzech propaganda. It goes without saying that all this had disastrous consequences
for discourses on the Baroque after 1945.
The last years prior to the outbreak of the 1939–1945 war had seen a rise in
interest in the Baroque. In that time historians and literary historians such as Vilém
Bitnar (1874–1948), Zdeněk Kalista, Václav Černý, Josef Vašica (1884–1968),
František Xaver Šalda (1867–1937) and others had penned magisterial and
On the baroque as a lieu de mémoire in Central Europe Michael Rössner, ‘Barock als Element
mitteleuropäischer und lateinamerikanischer Identität: Überlegungen zur Konstruktion und
“Innenausstattung” von Gedächtnisorten’, in Moritz Csáky, Federico Celestini and Ulrich
Tragatschnig, eds, Barock, ein Ort des Gedächtnisses: Interpretament der Moderne/Postmoderne,
Wien, Köln and Weimar: Böhlau, 2007, 47–64.
8 Jiří Voskovec and Jan Werich, Golem: Romantická revue, Praha: Evžen J. Rosendorf, 1931, 67.
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innovative works that achieved much to rehabilitate the long-despised epoch and
kindle general interest in it.9 Public events served to popularise the Baroque, among
them a sumptuous exhibition that took place in Prague in 1938 under the patronage
of President Edvard Beneš, accompanied by a series of festive productions of
Baroque theatre pieces.10 Another example was the first documentary on the Pražské
baroko (Prague Baroque), directed by Jindřich Brichta (1897‒1957) and first shown in
1939.11 Purportedly, towards the end of the First Republic discourses on the Baroque
had become so omnipresent that they were getting a subject matter for quipping.12
Arne Novák (1880‒1939), a renowned literary historian of the time, drew the
conclusion that, after all, the Baroque was no longer a bone of contention, being
ultimately accepted as an integral part of Czech history.13 As it occurred over the
following decades, Novák’s optimism had been premature. For after the 1939–1945
war, representations of the Baroque were once again to change dramatically. They
were now used by the new regime to ostentatiously distance itself from the politics
of the interwar ‘bourgeois’ republic and its ‘decadent’ cultural values; in short, they
came to be an instrument of political self-legitimisation.
During the German occupation, discourses on the Baroque were not free of
ambivalence either. In the Reichsprotektorat, they served to convey the notion of
German Kulturarbeit (culture work), allegedly having advanced civilisation in the
lands of Bohemia over the ages. The Czech press in British exile, closely monitoring
events in the Protectorate, harshly criticised these politics of the occupation power

Vilém Bitnar, O českém baroku slovesném, Praha: Lidová akademie v Plzni, 1932; Zdeněk
Kalista, Mládí Humprechta Jana Černína z Chudenic: Zrození barokního kavalíra, Praha: nákladem
autorovým, s přispěním I. třídy České akademie věd a umění, 1932; Zdeněk Kalista, Z legend
českého baroka, Olomouc: Edice Krystal, 1934; Václav Černý, Esej o básnickém baroku, Praha:
Orbis, 1937; Josef Vašica, České literární baroko: Příspěvky k jeho studiu, Praha: Orbis, 1938;
František X. Šalda, ‘O literárním baroku cizím i domácím’, Šaldův zápisník, 8: 3/8, 1935/36, 71–
77, 105–126, 167–182, 232–246.
10 The scope of the exhibition and the large number of preparatory events alone were gamechanging; so were the up-to-date means which were used to present and propagate it.
Obviously for the first time in the history of Czech public exhibitions, interactive elements
were offered to the viewers, geared towards attracting the attention especially of children.
One of the highlights was a large map that used electric bulbs of different colours to show
the various invasions into Bohemia during the Thirty Years’ War. Contemporary reports
seem to prove the popularity of the device, stating that it was so widely used that it had to
be fixed every other day. ‘Co zaujalo mládež na výstavě Pražské baroko’, Národní listy, 78:
253, 1938, 3.
11 The film won a Great Gold Medal donated by the minister of trade for an extraordinary
cultural feat. ‘Svatováclavské ceny 1939’, Pressa, 11: 183, 1939, 1. This was the first prizewinning film on the Baroque among several. According to information given by the National
Film Archive of the Czech Republic in Prague, no surviving copy of the film is known. Even
in the severe political climate of the 1970s, further documentaries on the Baroque won prizes.
12 Albert Vyskočil, ‘K základům nového útvaru české poesie’, Řád. Revue pro kulturu a život, 5:
3, 1939, 168.
13 Arne Novák, ‘Zápas o české baroko’, Kritický měsíčník, 1, 1938, 301.
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in the early 1940s.14 When director Karel Plicka (1894‒1987),15 working under the
control of German documentarist Kurt Rupli (1899‒1960) and co-working with the
Prague-born German art historian Karl Maria Swoboda (1889‒1977), made the
documentary Prager Barock (Prague Baroque) in 1943, this was seen with more than
a little disgust.16 The German commentary of the film alleged that the Bohemian
Baroque was of German origin and that all the Baroque masterpieces of the
Bohemian lands were the work of German artists.17 During the occupation,
newsreels were filled with similar propaganda. As a result, anyone who would
show an interest in the Baroque after 1945 was running the risk of being suspected
of collaboration.18
Representations that used the above mentioned Czech nationalist narrative
were also dismissed after 1948. Yet, as it came to representing the Baroque on a local
or international level other considerations came into play, which demanded to
depict the Baroque much more favourably. For on the local level, people were living
in an everyday presence of Baroque artefacts, which very much supported
communal identity building. On an international scale, the authorities had to
present Czechoslovakia as a land of high culture, attractive enough to be marketed
in the interest of the tourist industry. Denouncing the Baroque would have defeated
that purpose.

Strategies of the media
The rift between the grand national narrative on the one hand, and perceptions
intended for local or international use on the other was especially evident in travel
guides, exhibitions and documentaries. In these media, criticism of the Baroque was
generally minimalised. Take as an example the well-known Baedeker on Prague
authored by Václav Hlavsa (1905‒1986), librarian and director of the Prague City
Museum and Archive.19 Like most guidebooks of the time, this work was divided
into two parts. In a short introduction, there was given a survey of Czech history,

‘Z domova: Na stranách Lidových novin 23.X. – 27.X.1941’, Naše noviny: Deník
československého vojska ve Velké Británii, 2: 323, 1941, 4.
15 Although Plicka took part in the production of a number of tendentious movies like most
members of the film industry he was not prosecuted after 1945. On the contrary, he became
director of the Prague Film Academy of the Arts. Tereza Dvořáková and Ivan Klimeš, PragFilm AG 1941‒1954: Im Spannungsfeld zwischen Protektorats- und Reichs-Kinematographie,
München: edition text + kritik, 2008, 87.
16 ‘Nový film Karla Plicky’, Kinorevue: Obrázkový filmový týdeník, 9: 30, 1942/43, 240.
17According to Milena Bartlová the film was based on the book by Sudeten German art
historian Otto Kletzl (1945 he died in Poland in captivity): Otto Kletzl, Die deutsche Kunst in
Böhmen und Mähren, Berlin: Deutscher Kunstverlag, 1941. Compare Milena Bartlová, Naše
národní umění. Studie z dějin dějepisu umění, Brno: Společnost pro odbornou literaturu Barister
& Principal, 2009, 97–80.
18 Vladimír Urbánek, ‘Komeniologie mezi pamětí a historií’, in Lenka Řezníková et al.,
Figurace paměti. J. A. Komenský v kulturách vzpomínání 19. a 20. století, Praha: Skriptorium,
2014, 179–246, here 235.
19 Václav Hlavsa, Praha: Průvodce městem, Praha: Sportovní a turistické nakladatelství, 1960.
14
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elaborating on the downsides of the Baroque epoch. However, the much more
comprehensive second part, containing descriptions of particular works of art,
focussed on straightforward information pertaining to the history of arts and on
propagating the touristic attractions of the Czech capital. Both parts were connected
by a simple ‘but’: the epoch was not free of its dark sides indeed ‘but’ its artefacts
nevertheless were an important part of the national heritage. By this simple
syntactic artifice, it was possible to hint to the ambivalence of the Baroque and to
marginalise it at the same time. In this way, the two-sided perception of the Baroque
had not to be explained away, camouflaged or justified, instead it was simply
pushed aside by means of syntax.
First and foremost, this pertained to Prague, the glorified image of which
simply could not do without the Baroque. It is not too much to say that the city’s
identity was defined by the Baroque, and this is why it was downright impossible to
dismiss such an important and omnipresent hallmark. A characteristic feature
points out the difference between the national historic narrative and the descriptive
mode of the tourist guide. While in the national narrative the battle of the White
Mountain and the ensuing Thirty Years’ War were central and all-important events,
the works focusing on the history of art (especially the history of architecture)
showed that the War of the Austrian Succession (1740–1748) and the Seven Years’
War (1756–1763), were of considerable importance for the overall apperance of
Prague: during repeated sieges of the city a significant amount of buildings fell
victim to several bombardments, leaving wide gaps in its structures which were
filled with architecture in a Baroque style.20
Exhibitions of Baroque art followed a similar logic. Characteristically, these
were undertaken from the 1960s only. Once under way, however, they unvaryingly
presented a rather positive image of the Baroque. Comments on these exhibitions
tended not to expound the problems of the style but rather the traditional views on
it. They emphasised that these used to be unsatisfactory, distorting, reductionist,
clueless and without orientation. Since some of the exhibitions were taking place in
the more liberal years of the Prague Spring their catalogues ventured to openly
criticise preceding perceptions of the Baroque, regretting the lack of interest in the
style and pleading for its return from its intellectual exile.21
As a matter of fact, these exhibitions were occasional events only, until the
end of the 1960s, limited to their public appeal and scholarly pretence, and they
avoided ostentatious provocation.22 Usually they focussed on one particular species
From the standpoint of the history of art and architecture already the oldest guidebooks
accentuated the importance of these bombardements, for example: Průvodčí po Praze a okolí
města. S plánem Prahy a popsáním nejvíce vynikajících památností historických budov ústavů
veřejných, Praha: Karel Bellmann, 1882, 10. From a later period see: Vilém Lorenz and Karel
Tříska, Černínský palác v Praze, Praha: Panorama 1980, 15. Systematically: Emanuel Poche,
‘Válečné škody v Praze za válek Marie Terezie’, Stoletá Praha. Pražské vojenské památky.
Sborník Pražského střediska státní památkové péče a ochrany přírody, 17, 1987, 147–161.
21 Ladislav Kesner, ‘Úvod’, in Eduard Alexandr Šafařík and Pavel Preiss, Český barokní
portrét ve sbírkách Národní galerie v Praze. Výstava v Loretě a na Hradčanech, Praha
červenec – říjen 1963, (exhib. cat.), Praha: Národní galerie, 1963, 3‒4.
22 Kesner, ‘Úvod’, 3.
20
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of artefacts, such as still lifes (1961),23 portraits (1963),24 landscapes (1964),25
goldsmiths’ works (1973),26 sculpture (1973),27 enameled glass (1979)28 and the like.
As a rule, exhibits were taken from the collections of one state institution only, the
Museum of Applied Arts being an especially proficient contributor.
Consequentially, exhibition titles were, for example, Baroque Sculpture from the
Collections of the Museum of the City of Prague (1973), with exhibits being shown in
public for three to four months. Nevertheless, it is still true that the medium and its
main purposes determined the ways in which the Baroque was presented. After all,
an exhibition of Baroque artefacts would have defeated its purpose if it had
emphasised their artistic irrelevance or the problematic features of the style and its
era.
Unlike the mentioned temporary exhibitions, which took place in Prague, the
first permanent exhibitions of Baroque were installed outside the capital. The first,
Baroko v Čechách (Baroque in Bohemia), was installed in the baroque castle Chlumec
nad Cidlinou in 1969. The outline of the exhibition was suggested by Oldřich
Blažíček who collaborated with other leading art historians, namely Pavel Preiss,
Dagmar Hejdová, and Mojmír Horyna. According to Blažíček, ‘the exhibition was
not easy’.29 Further specifications of these difficulties are, however, missing. Yet, we
can believe that they were not (or not only) caused by politics. Rather, the challenge
may have been of professional or technical nature. Blažíček gave the chief credit for
the implementation of this exhibition to the director of the castle. This suggests the
importance of local interests by striving to use all available resources, including
local Baroque monuments, and exhibits, which mainly came from the collections of
the National Gallery, to promote their own region.
The second permanent exhibition opened in 1973 in the nationalized
Baroque castle (until 1784 the building served as a Cistercian monastery) of Žďár
nad Sázavou. In this case, the choice of the place for the exhibition was determined
by the Baroque character of the architectural complex itself as well as of other
important monuments from the period in the area, first of all the Pilgrimage Church
of St John of Nepomuk in nearby Zelená hora. The exhibition was dedicated to its
architect Jan Blažej (Johann Blasius) Santini Aichel (1677–1723) who had worked in

Miloš Koutný, Dagmar Hejdová, Jana Kybalová and Jaromír Šíp, Barokní zátiší: Obraz a
skutečnost: katalog výstavy pořádané v Uměleckoprůmyslovém muzeu v Praze, červenec – listopad
1961, (exhib. cat.), Praha: Uměleckoprůmyslové muzeum, 1961.
24 Šafařík and Preiss, Český barokní portrét.
25 Pavel Preiss, Česká barokní krajina: katalog výstavy: Praha, červen – září 1964, (exhib. cat.),
Praha: Národní galerie, 1964.
26 Libuše Urešová, Barokní zlatnictví ze sbírek Uměleckoprůmyslového muzea v Praze: katalog,
(exhib. cat.), Praha: Uměleckoprůmyslové muzeum, 1974.
27 Mojmír Horyna, Barokní plastika ve sbírkách Muzea hlavního města Prahy: katalog výstavy:
Praha 1973, (exhib. cat.), Praha: Muzeum hlavního města Prahy, 1973.
28 Dagmar Braunová, Renesanční a barokní emailované sklo: katalog sbírky Západočeského muzea
v Plzni, (exhib. cat.), Plzeň: Západočeské muzeum, 1979.
29 Oldřich Blažíček, ‘Umění baroku v Čechách. Úvodem k expozici v chlumeckém zámku’, in
Oldřich Blažíček et al., Barok v Čechách. Vývěr architektury, plastiky, malby a uměleckých řemesel
17. a 18. století, (exhib. cat.), Praha: Obelisk, 1973, 5–8.
23
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Žďár at the beginning of the eigtheenth century. Similar to the exhibition in
Chlumec nad Cidlinou it came about as a result of the combined interests of art
historians and local enthusiasts. Like Blažíček before, Jan Sedlák in reference to the
exhibition in Žďár recalls that its preparation was challenging scientifically,
technically and regarding questions of presentation.30 An earlier politically
motivated obstruction of the project can be deduced from the fact that it could not
be implemented immediately in the 1950s, when the idea – according to Sedlák –
first arose. It was only taken up again in the second half of the 1960s.
One of the factors that helped to sell the idea of these permanent exhibitions
was the success of representative shows of Czech Baroque art abroad.31 The first of
these took place in 1966 in Milan.32 Characteristically, the idea was initially
proposed by the Italian side.33 Further exhibition sites were London (1969),34
Belgrade (1972),35 Leningrad (1974),36 Essen (1977)37 and Paris (1981).38 Of course, the
purpose of these exhibitions prohibited any negative representation of the Baroque.
Instead it was shown as an integral part of Bohemian, respectively Czech history.
Ever since the 1960s, it was quite obvious that Czechoslovak authors utilised the
growing interest in the Baroque in other countries to foster their own output. In that
context, France played a major role. Many authors explicitly construed an analogy
between France and Czechoslovakia, maintaining that in the entire nineteenth and
large parts of the twentieth centuries, the Baroque in France as well as in the Czech
lands had been held in low regard; whereas now, in the 1960s, French art history as
well as the French public were beginning to reconsider their assessments of the
epoch and its style, thus giving a strong signal for the revival of scholarly and public
interest in the Baroque in Czechoslovakia.39
While state ideology compelled authors to maintain a critical stance to the
Baroque, other influences were at cross-purposes with the official dogma, refused
Sedlák, ‘Aktuální odkaz architektonického’, without pagination.
Sedlák, ‘Aktuální odkaz architektonického’, without pagination.
32 Josef Polišenský, Dagmar Hejdová, Oldřich Blažíček and Pavel Preiss, L'Arte del Barocco in
Boemia, (exhib. cat.), Milano: Bramante Ditrich, 1966.
33 ‘Baroko na cestách: Hovoříme s Oldřichem Blažíčkem’, Kulturní tvorba: Týdeník pro politiku
a kulturu, 4: 16, 1966, 6.
34 Gabriel White, Oldřich Blažíček, Pavel Preiss and Dagmar Hejdová, Baroque in Bohemia: an
exhibition of Czech art organized by the National Gallery, Prague, (exhib. cat.), London: Arts
Council of Great Britain, 1969. On the exhibition see also the contribution of Verity Clarkson
to this special issue.
35 Oldřich Blažíček, Barok u Češkoj: iz zbirki Narodne galerije i Muzeja primenjenich umetnosti u
Pragu, katalog, (exhib. cat.), Beograd: Narodni muzej, 1972.
36 Oldřich Blažíček, Iskusstvo cešskogo barokko. Katalog vystavki, (exhib. cat.), Leningrad:
Gosudarstvennyj Ermitaž, 1974.
37 Dagmar Hejdová, Pavel Preiss and Oldřich Blažíček, Kunst des Barock in Böhmen:
Ausstellung: 6. April bis 3. Juli 1977 in Villa Hügel-Essen, (exhib. cat.), Recklinghausen: A.
Bonger, 1977.
38 Oldřich Blažíček, Le Baroque en Bohême: Paris – Galeries Nationales du Grand Palais 18
septembre – 7 decembre 1981, (exhib. cat.), Paris: Association Française d'action artistique, 1981.
39 Josef Válka, ‘Návrat k baroku ve Francii’, Listy. Týdeník Svazu československých spisovatelů, 2:
5, 1969, without pagination.
30
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crude anti-Baroque rhetoric and enforced more lenient views. As a result,
perceptions of the Baroque were much less consistently negative than might be
assumed judging by political considerations alone. Yet another medium important
for the popularisation of the Baroque corroborates this statement: the documentary.
As mentioned before, the first documentary was filmed prior to the war and a
second one was made during the occupation. Shortly after the war, the Czechs
refashioned Plicka’s 1943 documentary Prager Barock, replacing the German audio
track with a reworded Czech one, which of course entirely contradicted the proGerman bias of the film. This new version was not only successfully shown in
Czechoslovakia but in Belgium and other countries as well.40 Symptomatically, Karl
Maria Swoboda did not participate in the reworking of the film since in 1945 he was
arrested in Prague and had to leave the country in the following year when he
received a position at Vienna University.41 However, there was nothing surprising
in the fact that documentaries made before 1948 would still cast a favourable light
on the Baroque. It takes one more by surprise that even in the frosty climate of the
1950s documentaries on the Baroque were filmed for propaganda and educational
purposes. In 1957 the three-part documentary Baroková suita (Baroque Suite)42 was
filmed by director Svatopluk Studený (1921‒2002) in co-operation with art historian
Oldřich Blažíček (1914‒1985), conveying an overall positive image of the Baroque.
That image was legitimised by certain considerations which overruled the socialist
and anti-religious terminology prescribed by the regime, in that the film
polemicized against the argument that the Baroque was German in origin as
propagated by the occupation authorities, and emphasised the Czech provenance of
the Baroque monuments. Thus, the film propagated the notion that the Baroque was
a valuable style and appropriated it to Czech culture.
During the 1960s, Oldřich Blažíček was still using the same arguments.
When the Milan exhibition, mentioned before, had been opened he protested
against the claims of some West German art historians, whom he did not mention
by name, that the Baroque was of German origin.43 The ways in which the growing
interest in the Baroque in France and in West Germany were interpreted and used to
legitimize one’s own preferences were fundamentally different. When Blažíček
mentioned the fashionable interest in the Baroque in the Federal Republic of

‘Československé filmy v Belgii’, Filmový přehled: Týdeník pro kulturní využití filmu, 1: 29/30,
1950, without pagination.
41 Sigrid Canz, ‘Karl Maria Swoboda (1889–1977) Kunsthistoriker. Wissenschaftler zwischen
Wien und Prag’, in Monika Glettler – Alena Míšková (eds.), Prager Professoren 1938–1948.
Zwischen Wissenschaft und Politik, Essen: Klartext Verlag 2001, 175–190 (Veröffentlichungen
zur Kultur und Geschichte im östlichen Europa 17), here 187f. Alena Janatková, ‘Karl Maria
Swoboda (1889–1977). “Von einem kulturgeschichtlich-biologischen Perspektivismus her”’,
in Karl Hruza (ed.), Österreichische Historiker. Lebensläufe und Karrierren 1900–1945, II,
Wien – Köln – Weimar: Böhlau 2012, 411–450, here 448, 450.
42 The first part is titled ‘Raný barok’ (Early Baroque), the second part ‘Dědictví velkého
baroku’ (The heritage of the great Baroque), the third one ‘Melodie českého baroka’ (Tunes
of the Czech Baroque).
43 ‘Baroko na cestách’, 6. Blažíček’s polemics may well have been directed against, among
other publications, Karl Maria Swoboda, ed., Barock in Böhmen, München 1964.
40
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Germany what he had on his mind was that Czech art history should be able to face
up to the challenge posed by West German scholarship by propagating an alleged
German origin of the Baroque in the Czech lands. The art historian Jan Baleka
(*1929) argued similarly:
West German art historians were at the forefront of research into our
Baroque, and they did their work extremely systematically. I am talking
especially about those scholars who were living with us during the war, had
access to the sources and even then had full support to publish their pieces.
After the war, that support even increased. West German editors are
constantly publishing new benchmark works that will have a huge impact
on researchers in the entire world. For these, the German studies are also
their only base of information, the only conception of the Central European
Baroque that is known and based on arguments because we so far have been
unable to publish a single reference work of international renown that could
make head against the onesided conception of our Baroque presented by the
Germans. The situation is all the more grave since there are respectable
scholars who maintain that in West Germany, there are several research
institutions geared towards supporting, with pseudoscientific arguments,
the claims of the German government and manipulate public opinion in the
west. It is these institutions that came up with the notion that our Baroque is
an integral part of German culture.44
The makers of the documentary Baroque Suite purported that the masters of the
Czech Baroque had come from abroad, but from Italy, not Germany. However, the
Italian masters then proceeded to adopt their imagination to Czech traditions, thus
creating a typically Czech variant of the Baroque, which presented, according to the
Czech authors, one of the culminations of the style, in the form of the so-called
Baroque Gothic.45 So what provoked Czech criticisms of the Baroque was not that
this was an alien element forced upon Czech culture. On the contrary, Czech
authors emphasised that the Baroque was the result of intercultural exchange,
Jan Baleka, ‘Hodnoty a problémy: Baroko’, Pochodeň, 55: 117, 1966, 5: ‘Zatím především
západoněmečtí umělečtí historikové naše baroko zpracovávali s nebývalou systematičností.
Jde většinou o vědce, kteří za války žili u nás a měli přístup k materiálu a měli už tehdy
plnou publikační podporu. Tato podpora po válce jen vzrostla. Západoněmecká
nakladatelství neustále přinášejí nová díla základního významu, která ovlivňují barokní
badatele na celém světě. Jsou totiž pro ně jediným zdrojem vědeckých informací, jedinou
známou a argumenty dotvrzenou koncepcí středoevropského baroku, protože my jsme
zatím nedokázali žádné základní dílo mezinárodního významu vydat a čelit tak
jednostrannému pohledu na naše baroko. Situace je o to těžší, že vedle seriózních vědců
existuje v západním Německu řada pracovišť, vydržovaných k tomu, aby pseudovědeckými
argumenty podpořila vládní politické požadavky a ovlivňovala veřejné mínění západní.
Především z těchto pracovišť vychází názor, že naše baroko je výlučně součástí německé
kultury.’
45 An even more explicit plea for the concept of the Baroque Gothic was Petr Ruttner’s
documentary České baroko, made in 1971, which was first shown in 1972. See also ‘České
baroko’, Filmový přehled: Týdeník pro kulturní využití filmu, 23: 3, 1972, without pagination.
44
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which reached its apex within Czech national culture. The concept of the Baroque
Gothic constituted a successful tool to win sympathies for the Baroque in
Czechoslovakia. It conveyed the notion that there was no pure Baroque style in the
Czech lands, rather a style directly inherited from the Gothic. However, this concept
was in itself highly ambivalent. While it succeeded in marginalising the negative
associations of the Baroque it also diminished the Baroque as a style in its own right,
turning it into a mere offspring of the Gothic. As the main representative of the
Baroque, Gothic was often lauded Jan Blažej Santini Aichel (1677–1723).46
Despite very different political and societal circumstances in the single
periods during forty years of state socialism, throughout the entire era, Czech
documentaries used this very strategy of sanctifying the Baroque and portraying it
in a positive light. These pictures served to propagate Czech culture. Domestic
viewers were supposed to feel proud of the cultural achievements of their country.47
Hence it would have been absurd to make a documentary showing the Baroque as a
hideous and repugnant style.
At first glance, documentaries continued to convey a positive image of the
Baroque during the 1960s. Svatopluk Studený made a twenty-minute film on Count
Franz Anton Sporck (1662‒1738) and his ‘sculptor laureate’ Matthias Bernard Braun
(1684‒1738), titled Braun a Špork (Braun and Sporck), which was first shown in
December 1966.48 Sporck was presented as a ‘typical man of the Baroque’; a
Zdeněk Kalista, Česká barokní gotika a její žďárské ohnisko, Brno: Blok 1970; Viktor Kotrba,
Česká barokní gotika – dílo Jana Santiniho-Aichla, Praha: Academia 1976; Jan Sedlák, Jan Blažej
Santini – setkání baroku s gotikou, Praha: Vyšehrad, 1987.
47 Some of these documents were screened also abroad, for example Barokní Praha by Karel
Plicka, Československo, 1946. This was the above mentioned reworked version of the film
Praha barokní, produced during the Protectorate in 1943, with a new Czech audio track. It
was projected in 1950 in Belgium: ‘Československé filmy v Belgii’, without pagination. The
‘promotion of Czech cultural goods’ was institutionally strengthened since 1953. In this year
was founded a company for foreign trade, the Podnik pro zahraniční obchod, which worked
under the control of the Ministry of Trade. It developed contacts with foreign institutions
and traded with documentary films and representative books. It included also the
publishing house Artia which produced books in foreign languages, especially in the field of
art history, both professional and popular. Already in 1953, Artia published a picture book
about the baroque statues in the hospice Kuks (Jan Lukas – Oldřich Blažíček, Kuks: A Shrine
of Baroque Sculpture, Prague: Artia, 1953). Artia published other books also on Baroque,
usually in different language versions: Oldřich Blažíček, L'Art baroque en Bohême. Prague:
Artia, 1968; Oldřich Blažíček, Barockkunst in Böhmen. Prag: Artia, 1967. Some of these works
have been published in Artia symptomatically first in foreign languages and then in Czech,
for example Pavel Preiss, Meisterwerke des böhmischen Barocks, Praha: Artia, 1979; Pavel Preiss,
Le Dessin baroque: Les plus belles pages des maîtres de Bohême, Prague: Artia, 1979. The
publishing house was dissolved in 1990. See: Jan Halada, Encyklopedie českých nakladatelství
1949–2006, Praha: Libri, 2007, 50–51; Eduard Burget, ‘Artia’, in Michal Přibáň, ed., Slovník
české literatury po roce 1945, accessed 11 April 2016
http://www.slovnikceskeliteratury.cz/showContent.jsp?docId=1821. For promoting of Czech
culture Artia was approved by the communist press. Rudé Právo named among the greatest
merit of Artia the publications by Blažíček and Preiss on the Baroque and accentuated that
Preiss´ book won an important award in Paris. (‘Knihy o umění’, Rudé právo, 62: 297, 1981, 5.
48 ‘Braun a Špork’, Filmový přehled: Týdeník pro kulturní využití filmu, 19: 2, 1967, 6.
46
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personality full of contrast and ambiguity. Studený’s intention was to convey a
positive image of the times and their men, at least of Braun, who early in the
eighteenth century spent a long time working on Sporck’s hospital at the village of
Kuks (German Kukus) in East Bohemia, and whose heritage was highly praised in
the film. Yet, at second glance, the documentary leaves a somewhat ambivalent
impression because it introduces Count Sporck as a rather contradictory, if
congenial, personality whose character alluded to the dark scenery of the Baroque in
which his jansenite morals come to the fore. And, in spite of being highly
commended, Braun’s sculptures, after having been exposed for 200 years to the
elements, are shown in their bad shape, producing an atmosphere of gloom and
spookiness.
No less surprising in their positive evaluation of the Baroque were the
documentaries filmed in the 1970s, during the so-called normalizace or normalisation
period, the political stabilisation of the regime after the suppression of the Prague
Spring. In 1971 director Petr Ruttner (1942‒2012) made a three-part documentary; he
complained in an interview that in recent years the Baroque had been banalized,
denigrating the style to the use for figurines on merry-go-rounds and carnival
masks.49 He polemicized with the marginalisation of the Baroque, with its having
been turned into kitsch. The first part of Ruttner’s trilogy České baroko (The Czech
Baroque) focussed on the architect Jan Blažej Santini and was first shown in January
1972; it won a prize in the category ‘documentaries on the fine arts’ at the 8th
Arsfilm Festival at Kroměříž (German Kremsier).50 The second part was titled Klenot
nejvzácnější (The Most Nobel Jewel) and was about Czech Baroque glass. In the third
part, named Kontrasty (Contrasts), Ruttner conveyed, even more so than Studený
had done in his Braun and Sporck, the Baroque as a complicated era, full of inner
contradictions, emotional rapture and incompatible tendencies. It seems that the
film turned what was controversial about the discourses on the Baroque into a
characteristic of the epoch itself. But even if Ruttner in his 1970s documentaries
complied with the language regime of the normalisation period,51 all in all he still
drew a predominantly positive image of the Baroque. In these documentaries it was
just its complexity which made the Baroque hard to decipher, but which also
brought it closer to the period in which the films were made. Thus, one can
conclude that the directors of the time agreed that features like rapture and inner
contradictions could only make the Baroque more approachable for contemporary
viewers.
The concluding part of Ruttner’s trilogy proved to be a milestone in the
history of the art of the documentary. After having finished the first two parts,
Ruttner distanced himself from the traditional didactic mode of the documentary.
His intention was now less to teach about the Baroque but more to use artistic
means in order to transport something of the Baroque atmosphere. So didactic
‘Nový pohled na české baroko – s režisérem Petrem Ruttnerem o jeho filmu Kontrasty’,
Filmový informační bulletin, 1: 49/50, 1973, 7.
50 ‘České baroko’, Filmový přehled, without pagination.
51 The voice that read the narration, imagined the Baroque by using Marxist formulas as
‘class struggle’, ‘crisis of feudalism’, ‘exploatation’, etc. These formulations were seen as an
obligatory part of the conformist vocabulary of the exponents of the communist Regime.
49
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comments were heavily reduced while long extracts from Baroque literature, in
particular meditative poetry were read; moreover, they were read not only in the
Czech vernacular but also in the Latin original, which was no longer
understandable even for an educated viewer, let alone the general public. These
means were chosen not to convey an ideological interpretation of the Baroque
period and art but rather to bring the viewer closer, on an emotive level, to the
atmosphere of the time.52
Using tourist guides, exhibition and documentaries as examples, it has been
shown that representations of the Baroque complied with the options of the
respective media. These types of media worked with other forms of evidence and
authenticity, and they targeted other audiences with different representational
means (visual and audiovisual) than academic studies. Not least did they follow
commercial interests that interfered with the ideologically motivated refusal of the
Baroque. For the completion of aesthetic effect, they not only showed baroque
artefacts, but did so in an artistic manner. The less these representations dealt with
political history and the more they focussed on art history the more positive was the
image of the Baroque they conveyed. Typical of the camera techniques were bottom
views with the sky as a background, emphasising the monumentality of the
sculptures. The comments were generally read by a sympathetic male voice of
popular actors (Otakar Brousek or Vladimír Ráž) that reinforced the positive
impression given.

Paradoxes of the feature film
One would assume that feature films followed more or less the same lines as the
other media, rehabilitating the Baroque and using it to paint a picture of a Czech
landscape rife with Baroque artefacts and welcoming foreign tourist. The reality was
far from that, the feature film being the one medium that still preserved a trivialised
version of the Baroque as an epoch of darkness, reproducing conventional and
ideological views. At the same time, the feature film was arguably the most
influential medium as it came to shaping cultural remembrance in the second half of
the twentieth century.
Movies like Ďáblova past (Devil’s Trap, 1961), Kladivo na čarodějnice
(Witchhammer, 1966) or the 1984 film Poklad hraběte Chamaré (Count Chamaré’s
Treasure), which was full of intertextual allusions to Witchhammer, did much to
perpetuate old prejudices on the Baroque. Witchhammer painted a gruesome picture
of religious fanaticism within a landscape of ever-present abusiveness as the
hallmark of the epoch. Its subject was the witch-hunt that took place on the noble
estate of Velké Losiny (German Groß Ullersdorf) towards the end of the seventeenth
century, which cost the lives of several hundred people who were burnt at the stake
in Losiny and the nearby town of Šumperk (German Mährisch Schönberg). The
priest who initiates the witch-hunt eventually understands the mechanisms of the
trials and the bogus character of the accusations, but it is not in his power to stop

52

‘Nový pohled na české baroko’, 7.
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them. It is no coincidence that the staged witch trials are strongly reminiscent of the
show trials of the 1950s with all their concomitants: denunciation, violence, enforced

Figure 1 Kladivonačarodějnice (Witchhammer). Screenshot from the film. Directed by OtakarVávra, Czechoslovakia,
Filmové studio Barrandov, 1961.

confession, helplessness in confrontation with overbearing power; all this is present
in the movie, but masquerading in Baroque costumes, with Baroque churches in the
background as the scenery of terror (figure 1). Nevertheless, the church interiors still
constitute a telling contrast with the scenes of torture and pain.
Otakar Vávra (1911‒2011), director of Witchhammer, made use of the political
thaw of the 1960s in order to criticise the dark sides of political power and decision
making. Alas, his choice of Baroque scenery was a rather unfortunate return to a
trivial and schematic way of representation. Consequently, there was no simple and
unambiguous rehabilitation of the Baroque during the Prague Spring. Instead,
interpretations followed different paths which did not necessarily cross.
Count Chamaré’s Treasure, filmed in the early 1980s, still showed the Baroque
in the darkest shades. Its plot is situated at the very end of Maria Theresia’s rule in
the Baroque scenery of Dolní Jiřetín (German Niedergeorgenthal, figure 2),53 the

As a symbol of the end of the Baroque era, this church is seen in flames in the very first
scene of the movie. For this scene the film makers actually burned down the Baroque church
of Dolní Jiřetín since it was marked for demolition, as was the entire village, due to surface
coal mining. Thus, the cinematographic fate of the church came to be a symbol of some of
the Baroque architectural heritage in Czechoslovakia. See the database of film location:
53
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church of the Birth of John the Baptist in Vraný, the palace chapel of the castle in
Hořín and other Baroque buildings, bringing the style in sharp contrast with the age

Figure 2 The burning church as a symbol of the ending of the Baroque epoch. From its ashes will rise the new era of
Enlightenment. Screenshot opening the film Pokladhraběte Chamaré (Count Chamaré’s Treasure), directed by
ZdeněkTroška, Czechoslovakia, Filmové studio Barrandov, 1984.

of enlightenment. The Czech countryside is replete with religious fanaticism and
superstition, when a young medical doctor, an eager lumière and adherent of
Josephinism comes to the village. His conflict with the local chaplain symbolises the
clash of two totally different worlds of which the Baroque represents all that is
reactionary, mouldering and parochial.
Bláznova kronika (A Jester’s Tale), directed by Karel Zeman (1910‒1989) in
1964 and combining feature film and animated cartoon, was unique in that it used
the Baroque in a playful and sophisticated way. Zeman, director of films of
international renown such as Cesta do pravěku (Journey to the Beginning of Time,
1955) and Baron Prášil (The Fabulous Baron Munchausen, 1961), was no ideologist,
but first and foremost an artist. As other feature films of the time do, his Chronicle
uses the Baroque as a means to an end (for example, his persiflage of the Thirty
Years’ War sends a clear-cut anti-war message, figure 3), but his unique poetic
language, his use of cartoon elements and playful irony all prevent the film from
being mundane. Although Zeman uses artistic licence when employing artefacts of
the Baroque to create a bleak atmosphere, he does not trivialise the style and its
Filmová místa.cz, accessed 11 April 2016 http://www.filmovamista.cz/1425-Poklad-hrabeteChamare.
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epoch. In his film, Zeman gives pride of place to Matthias Bernard Braun’s
sculptures from the Kukus hospital, favoring those statues which have an especially
grim aura and isolating details from their context to achieve the desired effect.
Zeman was not at all concerned about the fact that these sculptures were made

Figure 3 Dead horse as a variation of the famous anti-war metaphor. Screenshot from the film Bláznovakronika
(Jester’s Tale), directed by Karel Zeman, Czechoslovakia, Filmové studio Barrandov, 1964.

nearly a century after the time portrayed in his film.54 Figure 4, for instance, shows a
statue allegorising religion triumphing over death. By focussing on one macabre
detail only (figure 5) Zeman shifts the sculpture’s message towards an entirely
different meaning; now there is only death. An example of Zeman’s ludic
inclinations is how he moulds Braun’s two hermits into a single personality, thus
gaining more space for his choreography (figures 6-8).

Figure 4 around 1720. Sandstone, Kuks (Kukus) in East Bohemia. Photo Lenka Řezníková, 2015.

The story is set in the year 1628 while the sculptures in Kukus were created in the first half
of the eighteenth century only.
54
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Figure 5 Macabre detail of the statue of Matthias Bernard Braun’s Religion triumphing over Death (Fig. 4), by which
Karel Zeman fundamentally shifted the message of the statue as a whole. Screenshot from the film Bláznovakronika
(Jester’s Tale), directed by Karel Zeman, Czechoslovakia, Filmové studio Barrandov, 1964.

Figure 6 Matthias Bernard Braun, Hermit Onufrius, around 1723–26, Betlém (Betlehem) near Kuks (Kukus), East
Bohemia. Photo Lenka Řezníková, 2015.
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Figure 7 Matthias Bernard Braun, Hermit Juan Garin, around 1723–26, Betlém (Betlehem) near Kuks (Kukus), East
Bohemia. Photo Lenka Řezníková, 2015.

Figure 8 Image created by combining two statues (Fig. 6–7). Screenshot from the film Bláznovakronika (Jester’s Tale),
directed by Karel Zeman, Czechoslovakia, Filmové studio Barrandov, 1964.

Some filmmakers still clung to a very negative conception of the Baroque
even during the 1980s. One of the best known Czech artists, Vladimír Körner
(*1939), screenwriter and author, far from being an ideologist of the regime, said in
an interview on his film about the Renaissance physician and humanist Jan
Jessenius, ‘Quite honestly, who would like the Baroque? […] it is just irritating as a
life style ‒ the amassing of wealth, the cult of strength and affluence, the gaudiness
of forms, the debauchery of costume, the cult of the female, the pretence of noble
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manners on a background of unbelievable atrocities.’55 On the other hand, since the
1970s the feature film came to be characterised by some quasi automatized
production modes that staged the Baroque without ideological ballast. Among these
were film versions of fairy tales, which were shot, with few exceptions, in Baroque
or pseudo-Baroque costumes, as was pointed out by Theodor Pištěk (*1932), a
knowledgeable designer of historic costumes.56 This rather eclectic association of
Baroque clothing with the fairy tale genre did much to popularise the Baroque but it
also led to its banalisation when this mannerism culminated in a less than
convincing form of kitsch.

Controversy as consensus
As we have seen, a large number of different factors and modes of interpretation
shaped an intricate tangle of divergent and contradictory influences on the
reception of the Baroque in Czechoslovakia in the time period under consideration.
As a result, this cannot be put into any simple periodisation, nor can there be any
singular and all-embracing narrative of how the Baroque was perceived under state
socialism. The mass media were not exclusively geared towards popularisation, in
the sense of creating popular icons of the Czech or Bohemian Baroque, as this was
done around the personality of Augustus II the Strong, Elector of Saxony and King
of Poland, in the GDR.57 No simple story can be told that would delineate a
straightforward development from renunciation to appreciation. How the Baroque
was evaluated did not depend so much on a hierarchy of ideologically enforced
norms but rather on a given situation, on different constructions of meaning, on the
competence and preconceptions of authors as well as on functional and medial
constellations.
This tangle of different representations following the diverse logics of
ideology, media, tourism, local patriotism etc., had older roots. Already in the 1930s
there existed a complex public discourse, which in 1938 Arne Novák had called a
‘controversy’ over the Baroque.58 When Novák made that statement at the end of the
1930s, in the midst of a huge wave of pro-Baroque enunciations, what he had on his
mind was to declare the ultimate recognition of the cultural values of the Baroque,
thus finally putting an end to the struggle. But behind Novák’s seemingly optimistic
remark, there was a hidden linguistic performance. The all-too obvious appreciation
‘V kontrastu temné a bílé: Rozhovor se scénáristou a spisovatelem Vladimírem Körnerem’,
Film a doba, 32: 8, 1986, 429.
56 Eva Jelínková, ‘Jak se oblékají princezny? Rozhovor s Theodorem Pištěkem’, Kino: Filmový
obrázkový časopis, 32: 24, 1977, 8.
57 Miloš Řezník, ‘August der Starke. Guter Mäzen und schlechter König?’, in Hans Henning
Hahn and Robert Traba, eds, Deutsch-Polnische Erinnerungsorte. Paderborn: Schöningh, 2014,
vol. 2. Geteilt/Gemeinsam, 273–293, 284–285. According to Miloš Řezník Augustus the
Strong was integrated into the ‘historical heritage’ of the GDR especially in the 1980s.
Madelaine Brook emphasizes in this context also the topos of the Countess Cosel: Madelaine
Brook, Popular History and Fiction. The Myth of August the Strong in German Literature, Art and
Media, Bern: Peter Lang, 2013,159–199.
58 Novák, ‘Zápas o české baroko’, 301.
55
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and wide popularisation of everything Baroque marked the beginning of a new
phase of its reception; however, they also provoked a backlash. For the
rehabilitation of the Baroque implied an antithesis to the usual exegesis of Czech
history with its focus on domestic reform, a reconsideration that was still
provocative for many contemporaries. According to this interpretation, the Baroque
only put shackles on a long line of just and potent reforms. Even highest officials of
the Czechoslovak state, with President Tomáš Garrigue Masaryk being no
exception, adhered to this thesis. This is why protestant milieus of Czech interwar
society suspected the rehabilitation of the Baroque of coming from the anti-Masaryk
opposition, so the effort to rehabilitate the style aggravated the question even
more.59 With all this in mind, semantically and politically Novák’s wording brought
the ‘struggle over the Baroque’ into the centre of the ‘struggle over the meaning of
Czech history’.60
When the ‘struggle over the Baroque’ was established as a new concept this
was one of the defining moments of its reception as a style vastly detached from the
political and social history of the epoch. For ever after, discourses on the Baroque
centred not only on the style itself but the ‘struggle over the Baroque’ started to gain
its own semantic momentum, turning into a dominant discursive feature. In its own
way, the notion of the ‘struggle’ overly reduced the complexity of the discourses by
suggesting a simple opposition of adherents and opponents of the Baroque.
Certainly, there were and still are extreme positions in the reception of the Baroque,
and particular questions were fiercely contested.61 But this was not the central
problem. The real issue was the huge gap between the fierce anti-Baroque rhetoric
of the dominant narrative of national history on one side, and the omnipresence of
the Baroque on the other. Yet these opposing perceptions did not fight each other, in
fact they were situated in different spheres and used different communicative codes.
They created a discursive dissonance, which lingered in between the dominant
narrative of national history, important for national self-identification and at crosspurposes with a positive image of the Baroque, and the potential of the Baroque
monuments, which were equally important for the building of identities on a local
level because they constituted a constant presence of everyone’s life. This was true

As pointed out by Jiří Rak and Vít Vlnas, Jan Blahoslav Čapek (1903‒1982), a
denominationally oriented historian, regarded certain works of Czech interwar literature as
emanations of anti-Masaryk ideology. Among these were catholic author Jaroslav Durych’s
(1886‒1962) ‘baroque novel’ Bloudění (The Labyrinth, 1929), or Nad městem (Above the city,
1917), a stylised dialogue situated in the time after the White Mountain Battle, written by
Miloš Marten (1883‒1917), who rehabilitated the Baroque and rejected its negative
assessment. Rak and Vlnas, ‘The Second Life of the Baroque’, 29.
60 The ‘struggle over the meaning of Czech history’, it was a sign for the long controversy
about the interpretation of the Czech history, which had a broad philosophical and political
dimensions simultaneously. Its participants were looking for fundamental principles and
most important development trajectories of the Czech history. For details see: Miloš
Havelka, ed., Spor o smysl českých dějin, Praha: Torst, 2 vols, 1995–2006.
61 Until today, extreme positions of this kind occur in the debate over the renovation of the
Baroque St. Mary’s Column on the Ring Road of the Old Town of Prague; the column was
overthrown in 1918 as a revolutionary symbol of the fall of the Habsburg monarchy.
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for Prague, the city, which in itself could be regarded as an ever-lasting exhibition of
the Baroque, but also of the Bohemian landscape in general,62 which is heavily
imbued with the style as well.
Thus, it was only natural that many felt the Baroque to be inadequately
interpreted. A criticism of this kind re-appeared time and again, during the 1930s,
1960s, 1970s and 1980s. However, most representations were not antagonistic, but
they were polemicizing against invented traditions of the national narrative that
declared the whole era to be highly problematic. Thanks to these simplifications the
notion was kept alive and re-affirmed that the Baroque in itself was questionable,
provocative, a problem never to be solved. This, of course, did not sound very
promising; on the other hand it made the Baroque extraordinarily attractive on an
intellectual level. Thus, the Baroque remained an interesting problem, less so in the
sphere of politics than as a subject matter of cognition; other than, for example, the
Gothic, the Baroque was able to maintain its presence in social and intellectual
discourses. 63

Conclusion
1. We are easily induced to set our periodical parameters for the reception of the
Baroque in accordance with political history. From this viewpoint, the 1950s and
1970s appear to be decades during which the perception of the Baroque was
strongly distorted under political pressure, respectively marginalised entirely. In
contrast, the 1960s and 1980s appear to have been times in which political
liberalisation facilitated a more open approach to the Baroque. But these political
changes had not always and not completely predictable consequences. Thus the
political periodization creates only a rough framework that is unable to capture all
of the components that shaped the discourse of the Baroque between 1948 and 1989.
There are many surprising contradictions that require a considerably subtler and
more nuanced undertaking. As argued in the recent debate on the role of censorship
in history,64 even in strong totalitarian systems there emerged structural ‘loopholes’
(Robert Darnton)65 that facilitated resistance against the ideological strains and
enabled the appearance of alternative meanings and evaluations in representations

On the importance of the Baroque for the concept of a Czech cultural landscape, see e.g.
Pavel Hájek, Česká krajina a baroko: Urbanismus českého baroka na příkladu města Jičína a jeho
okolí, Praha: Malá Skála, 2003.
63 Rak and Vlnas, ‘The Second Life of the Baroque’, 13: ‘In all likelihood, few could imagine
an exhibition of, let us say, Romanesque art that included a broad-ranging study of the
ideological distortions of the Czech conception of early medieval culture. In the case of
Baroque culture, however, the situation is, of course, otherwise.’
64 For the Czech context see in particular: Michael Wögerbauer, Pert Píša, Petr Šámal and
Pavel Janáček, eds., V obecném zájmu: cenzura a sociální regulace literatury v moderní české
kultuře 1749–2014, Praha: Academia, 2015.
65 Robert Darnton, ‘Censorship, a Comparative View: France, 1789–East Germany, 1989’,
Representations, 49, 1995 (Special Issue: Identifying Histories: Eastern Europe Before and After
1989), 40–60.
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of the Baroque. Apparently the actual imaging of this period and its art was
determined by a set of different factors. Certainly, ideological considerations still
played a central role; apart from these though, other influences made themselves
felt which would badly fit into any simple schematism.
2. The main differences occurred between the levels of national versus local
representations; between the various fields of historiography such as the history of
politics, society or economy as opposed to the history of arts; between textual and
visual representations; last not least between narrative or polemic representations. It
was of no lesser importance if an author consciously chose to tackle questions of
interpretation and give a statement on his position in matters concerning the
Baroque or if he just happened to come across the subject matter within an entirely
different context.
3. In the Czech context, the great variability of discourses on the Baroque can
be explained by the simple fact that they tended to align themselves with theories or
interpretations of political, social and economic history on one side, and of art
history on the other. Ever since the nineteenth century, discourses on the Baroque
entertained by historians and art historians had parted ways; this was a time when
the perception of Baroque art started emancipating itself from the norms defined by
enlightenment and classicist aesthetics. At the same time though, new historical
interpretations would see the Baroque only as an ephemeral distraction from the
undiluted traditions of the Czech reformation. Thus, already in the nineteenth
century two different discourses on the Baroque were created, the historical and the
one used in art history. Obviously these were closely related; nevertheless, they
chose different paths of development. Between them, something like cognitive
dissonance arose, which had to be bridged or marginalised; with this end on their
minds, during the twentieth century authors created very different discursive
strategies indeed. One especially extreme example of the marginalisation of the
Baroque was to re-gothicise Baroque monuments, which was especially popular –
not only in the Czech lands – around the turn of the century, by removing Baroque
additions from buildings that had been originally erected in the Gothic style. An
opposing strategy was to enforce an alternative, pro-catholic version of Czech
history. This did not see the White Mountain as a national tragedy but as a fortunate
return to the religious values of pre-Hussite times. Still other concepts tried to
override the cognitive dissonance. Among these were the concepts of the Baroque
Gothic and of the village Baroque, both of which positively re-evaluated the style by
associating it with relatively unproblematic spheres such as the Gothic style and the
rural population. The strategy most often used, though, was also the simplest one:
connecting both discourses by a seemingly opposing ‘but’ which, in the given
context rather meant ‘as well as’.
4. Multiple encoding, variability and inconsistency of representations also
make it impossible to describe the representation of the Baroque in Czechoslovakia
under state socialism as a simple development from negation to full appreciation. In
reality, this development was far from straightforward, and it was certainly not
coming to an end with the fall of the Iron Curtain. Maybe one systematic change,
though not unreservedly either, can be seen in the period from 1948 to 1989, in that
with time progressing discourses were no longer centred around the ‘struggle over
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the Baroque’, but rather tended to interpret the Baroque as an epoch of inner
contradictions. This was evident in the documentaries of the 1960s and 1970s. Here,
the Baroque itself had become the subject matter, with all its oppositions, contrasts
and potentialities. Paradoxically, and yet understandably, it was the fall of the
socialist regime in 1989 that re-kindled the ‘struggle over the Baroque’ and again
brought the olden formulae to the forefront, arguing that the Baroque had been as
yet insufficiently understood and appreciated, and, only now, the fall of
totalitarianism had opened up the way for thorough research.
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